
 

G5 CloneCloth [VERIFIED]

This is a follow on from my previous post about making a long coat. I noticed that strangely,
although there is a slit in the back of the original CloneClothlong coat when Chuck is wearing

it, the slit does not appear in the CloneClothtemplate for theback panelof the long coat.
Because of me shortening the [] Advanced Character Customization in iClone3.2 covers a
light-year in ground as far as the combined areas and features it takes to really get that

perfect character match. Creating Master Yoda could not be as well done without the Devil
head morphing option that was new to iClone version 3, or the Moe, CloneCloth for Stout Man

vol. 1. As new features, functions and content becomes available to users, it opens new
creative doors that allow artists to explore characters and creations that they may not have
been able to before due to one small aspect or another. Body and Head modification make
the Master Yoda avatar not only possible but completely believable to even the most hard-
core of Star Wars fans, so use these features to their fullest potiental in relation to cool and
ineresting characters and content as well. For more information regarding Character Sub

Node Proportion Adjustment be sure to check out the Online Beta Index. Below you will find
an accurate Machinima recreation of the famous X-Wing emerges from the swamp scene
from Star Wars the Empire Strikes Back created in 9 hours, with the Advanced Character

Creation of Master Yoda. Enjoy!
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Advanced Character Customization in iClone3.2 covers a light-year in ground as far as the
combined areas and features it takes to really get that perfect character match. Creating

Master Yoda could not be as well done without the Devil head morphing option that was new
to iClone version 3, or the Moe, CloneCloth for Stout Man vol. 1. As new features, functions
and content becomes available to users, it opens new creative doors that allow artists to
explore characters and creations that they may not have been able to before due to one

small aspect or another. Body and Head modification make the Master Yoda avatar not only
possible but completely believable to even the most hard-core of Star Wars fans, so use these
features to their fullest potiental in relation to cool and ineresting characters and content as
well. For more information regarding Character Sub Node Proportion Adjustment be sure to

check out the Online Beta Index. Below you will find an accurate Machinima recreation of the
famous X-Wing emerges from the swamp scene from Star Wars the Empire Strikes Back
created in 9 hours, with the Advanced Character Creation of Master Yoda. Enjoy! You just

have to register with the Forum to download the character. There are a few bits of clothing on
Backstage, for C318 Teen Boy which should fit. Theres also a C318_Teen Girl for 1000-points,
although its almost identical to the boy except for a new face and less masculine hands. No

clothing in the independent web stores, it seems. The free G2 Jack Clone Cloth (upper, lower,
shoes/boots) fits, though so its easy enough to make your own. The pack CloneCloth: Jacks
Upper with Neckband will also fit. Anything for Jack (or Jills lowers, as applying the uppers
distorts the body mesh) from/for Clone Cloth for Essential Humans Vol. 1 should also fit.
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